
Managers of LS, Rookie(s), Minor(s) and Major(s) Divisions:   

Here’s the procedure for requesting fields for games and practices.  
For games that are currently scheduled if you have conflicts, please try and work with them out. Unless you cannot field 
a team or have absolutely no coaches, play the game as scheduled.  You may not get ever player to every game. 

•    Go to the main calendar/schedule page, default is all leagues selected. If not go to “show tag menu” and check all. If 
you change from the default your browser will remember your last choice.  If you want you can unselect the 90ft 
Division and teams that play on the larger field. The latter just makes it easier to view the calendar.  
•    Now you can go through dates and find an open field based on where games are currently playing. Determine what 
field is available on which date. Please don’t email the scheduler that you want to know what fields are available. This is 
the only place to see field availability.   
 
Fields that we have available are: Railroad A/B and town fields Cornhuskers A/B, and Pickell Park 2/3 
the town fields we also share, those schedules are noted in our calendar. 
Email - readingtonbaseballscheduler@gmail.com 
Bob Paulson/Marc Deridder are the league scheduling coordinators.  
Please do not email their personal email; this will keep things more organized.   
 
In the subject line and body of the email be very specific.  
In the body of your email please include the following information 
•    You are looking to hold a practice for the Division, Team Name 
•    Day of the week, Month, Date, Time and Field 
•    Your name 
For a game include  
•    Makeup game or moving scheduled game, include original game date 
•    Division, Team Names 
•    New Day of week, Month, Date, Time and Field 
 
Please include the other manager's email in the game request.  
If necessary Rookie divisions can be moved from RR/Cornhuskers to Pickell fields in order to accommodate an older 
division. If all fields are unavailable you cannot bump a team off a field. 
 
Rec games takes priority over travel practices.  
 
Keep in mind for games we need to schedule umpires, so try and give as much notice as possible.  If you cancel a game 
the day of we may be responsible for paying the umpires.  Umpires are booked in advance; if a game is cancelled they 
now do not get any work. 
Rookie and LS divisions do not have to makeup all games. Please make an effort to make up some if the rain outs start to 
pile up.   

Minors and Majors divisions playoff seeding is based on points totaled throughout the regular season.   

4 points for a win, 3 for a tie, 2 for a loss.  If a game is not played neither team gets any points.  Everyone makes the 
playoffs.   

For more information on makeup games consult the managers handbook on the website under the mangers corner tab, 
or ask your League Director. Thank you  
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